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My cart



Your cart is empty!

Start shopping

	Subtotal	$0.00
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Cartridge Filter 10″x4.5″  for GC1.0/1.5, GCS1.0/1.5, GCSF1.0/1.5

$18.69
Add to cart
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UV55

$395.00
Add to cart
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Cartridge Filter 20″x4.5″ for GC2.0/3.0, GCS2.0/3.0, GCSF2.0/3.0, GWL2.0/3.0 (for above models ONLY in 2.0)

$26.06
Add to cart
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CTO Cartridge Filter 10″x4.5″  for GS1.0/1.5, GDS1.0/1.5, GWL2.0

$43.07
Add to cart







Reviews
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   Anthony S 
 2024-03-25
 
 
  Galene Water Treatment is the best. Dave is absolutely wonderful and carries about the customers needs and never tried to oversell or pressure me. It took me 6+ months to make a decision and when I finally did, Lou did an amazing job installing the units! Lou did a great job. GWT is the best!
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   lawrence smith 
 2024-03-19
 
 
  the service was great and very customer friendly. Chris answered my questions and gave a great demo I am very satisfied with the setting us back in service since well went out.
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   Fernando alves 
 2024-02-27
 
 
  David already take care of a few of our houses, Galene provided new water systems we are all happy with the whole process
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   jeanne h 
 2024-02-26
 
 
  An overall pleasant experience. From the first conversation through the installation a very professional and helpful crew. No scary sales tactics, everything was as scheduled and the finished project neat and appealing. Thanks for a great job guys!!
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   Steven Gott 
 2024-02-22
 
 
  Mat was very professional and patient. Went out of his way to answer all our questions. Price was very competitive with other company quotes. Scheduling was quick and easy. Installer, Bobby, was on time and very efficient.
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   Tanira Kane 
 2024-02-22
 
 
  Loving our new water system. It has been a great experience with the Galene Water Treatment team. David really walked us through all the benefits to make the best decision for our household and Lou did an amazing and effective job at installing it for us. I highly recommend them!
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   Truman Kennedy 
 2024-02-03
 
 
  Funny how u came out and rebedded and replaced all of the media and carbon. I had another company come out and they said that your heads controllers are not working properly as I've said before. please call us and we'll schedule ANOTHER repair.

TY

Please stop ghosting us. U where here 3 months ago and serviced all. The soft side head is leaking and not working Again!! Your novels won't fix OUR system please come out and fix what you sold us or refund our money this is a joke. CALL ME!

Big mistake// RUN
Update!  Another week has gone by and no response. Unbelievable!

Update! 4/19/23  They came out and fixed all like 3m ago worked great and now it is down again.  Dave is ghosting us again and carbon head is not working and leaking again. No customer service at all. I don't think water is safe to drink.

Should have gone with another company. Installation was bad and system still isn't working properly. I am still calling trying to get them to do the right thing and fix it.

Still not working properly and no response from company to this. They are ghosting me and my wife and avoiding a problem. Water is yellow taste like metal water is blowing out of the carbon filter where air supposed to be going in a little screen what a nightmare
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   Bud Hairel 
 2024-01-30
 
 
  good job,water is great,Bobby did a good job on the install, thanks to all..
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   Lora Ryan 
 2024-01-29
 
 
  Bobby did a great job installing my system.  He was really good at keeping the landscape looking like he didn't even dig there.  He is very knowledgeable and informative about the system.  The only thing I didn't really like was he only put in one bag of salt when it holds atleast three bags but I'm sure that's a company thing.  I'm still trying to get used to the taste, I've always had city water and liked it so this is different.
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   realgone58 
 2024-01-19
 
 
  Awesome folks! Worked with me and gave me an incredible deal! System works awesome! Miles and Bobby are top notch!
  
 
  
  Load more
 
 
   Google rating score: 4.9 of 5, based on 134 reviews 
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Do not have an account yet?                        
Register now                        

Sign in with your phone numberPlease enter the code you received via SMS

Enter the code here
The code is not identical



Sign up
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Login via email and password
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The product is out of stock! Want to be the first to know when he returns?




Text me when it arrives                
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